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</tr>
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<td>REC</td>
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</tr>
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Executive Summary

Corporations are procuring utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) generation to meet their renewable energy and financial goals for electricity. The corporate procurement of utility-scale PV has grown from less than 1% of annual installed utility-scale capacity in 2014 to 9% in 2016 (Shiao et al. 2017), and it accounted for 17% in early 2017 (Honeyman et al. 2016). Through July 2017, corporate customers contracted for more than 2,300 MW of utility-scale solar, primarily using financial power purchase agreements (PPAs) and green tariff or bilateral contracts with utilities (43% and 36%, respectively) (Figure ES-1).

Figure ES-1. Corporate off-site solar contracts
Data from NREL and BNEF (2017)

Figure ES-1 includes PPAs and green tariff or bilateral contacts, which are in some cases enabled by retail choice and becoming a licensed wholesale seller of electricity. This paper examines the benefits, challenges, and outlooks for large-scale off-site solar purchasing through four pathways: PPAs, retail choice, utility partnerships (green tariffs and bilateral contracts with utilities), and by becoming a licensed wholesale seller of electricity. Each pathway differs based on where in the United States it is available, the value provided to a corporate off-taker, and the ease of implementation (Table ES-1). In addition, corporations will consider a range of metrics when determining which procurement option is most appropriate for them.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Power Purchase Agreements</th>
<th>Retail Choice</th>
<th>Utility Partnerships</th>
<th>Licensed Wholesale Electricity Seller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td>Typically requires wholesale market access</td>
<td>Full or partial access in 21 states</td>
<td>Certain utility jurisdictions in 17 states</td>
<td>Any company that owns or has interest in owning utility-scale generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporate Access</strong></td>
<td>Large corporate customers, and emerging aggregation opportunities</td>
<td>All or certain large corporate customers, no aggregation opportunities</td>
<td>Certain large corporate customers and emerging aggregation opportunities</td>
<td>Any company, no aggregation opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Market Expertise and Corporate Approval Requirements</strong></td>
<td>Medium–high</td>
<td>Medium–low</td>
<td>Low–low</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contract Control</strong></td>
<td>Corporation manages the contract</td>
<td>Corporation manages the contract</td>
<td>Utility (in some cases with input from corporation) manages the contract</td>
<td>Corporation manages the contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of Contract</strong></td>
<td>10–20 years</td>
<td>Negotiable</td>
<td>Varies by utility program</td>
<td>Negotiable (typically longer term, 10–20 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hedging Opportunity and Risk Profile</strong></td>
<td>High hedge value, but subject to wholesale market hub or node price volatility risk</td>
<td>Hedge opportunity depends on length of contract and is subject to retail market price volatility risk</td>
<td>Hedge opportunity depends on length of contract, credit structure, and/or wholesale market price volatility risk</td>
<td>High hedge value, but subject to wholesale market hub or node price volatility risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reliability requirements</strong></td>
<td>Utility delivers firm, reliable power</td>
<td>Supplier delivers firm, reliable power</td>
<td>Utility delivers firm, reliable power</td>
<td>Corporation might need to establish supplemental contracts to secure firm, reliable power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title to Power</strong></td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>Corporation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to expand corporate procurement of off-site solar, both a purchasing pathway and cost-competitive solar are required. Corporations typically are interested in purchasing least-cost renewables, with no preference of wind over solar, however, more wind has been contracted to date, largely due to its low-cost availability in Texas, along with the ability to sign a PPA. Figure ES-2 shows the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of utility-scale solar using a one axis tracker, and corporate procurement of renewable energy, by resource and procurement pathway. To deploy more corporate off-site solar, new procurement pathways are needed, such as the green tariff that is enabling procurement of solar in Nevada.

![Figure ES-2. Corporate RE purchasing by state (MW) and utility-scale solar levelized cost of energy (LCOE)](image)

LCOE source: Fu et al. (2016); capacity data from NREL and BNEF (2017)

Note: Non-solar technologies include wind and biomass

Of the states with the greatest solar potential (on an LCOE basis), California and Nevada have seen the greatest MW of corporate PV purchasing, through financial PPAs (California) and green tariffs (Nevada), but purchasing options are just emerging or do not exist in other areas of the country with strong solar potential.
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1 Introduction

Historically, the utility-scale solar market has been driven by utility purchases used to meet state renewable portfolio standards (Honeyman et al. 2016). More recently, corporations and other nonresidential customers have shown interest in voluntarily purchasing utility-scale solar, which has driven growth in this market segment (O’Shaughnessy, Liu, and Heeter 2016; Honeyman et al. 2016). Corporations, in particular, are purchasing solar to achieve their own objectives, such as meeting sustainability goals, generating attractive returns on investment, and limiting exposure to energy price variability (PwC 2016; American Council on Renewable Energy [ACORE] 2016; Edwards et al. 2016).

To meet these objectives, corporations have leveraged on-site pathways such as installing rooftop systems to serve a portion of on-site demand (Honeyman et al. 2016). Large retail, distribution, manufacturing, and data centers have led this sector, accounting for 88% of installed capacity (Litvak 2016). These facilities often have large footprints and significant rooftop space for solar installations. However, not all corporations can leverage on-site opportunities. For example, some lack sufficient or suitable rooftop space or do not own their facilities. In addition, often on-site generation can meet only a relatively small fraction of a corporation’s electricity load, which means that corporates may need to seek off-site procurement options to meet a greater fraction of their load with renewables.

Given these constraints to on-site installations, off-site procurement can be an attractive approach to achieving renewable energy objectives. To procure solar from facilities located off-site, corporations can work with their utility and individual project developers or buy renewable generation on the wholesale market. These approaches enable corporations to purchase solar from utility-scale generators, typically at competitive prices (National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2016). Corporations can also sign fixed, long-term energy contracts that offer price certainty for 10–20 years to help them achieve their sustainability goals while potentially reducing long-term energy costs (ACORE 2016).

Off-site solar procurement has become increasingly attractive as non-utility procurement of utility-scale solar has grown from less than 1% of annual installed utility-scale capacity in 2014 to 9% in 2016 (Shiao et al. 2017), and 17% in early 2017 (Honeyman et al. 2016). Through July 2017, corporate customers contracted for more than 2,300 MW of utility-scale solar (Figure 1).

---

1 In this report, we use the term “corporate” to refer to non-utility off-takers, which includes government off-takers.
Figure 1 includes PPAs and green tariff or bilateral contacts, which are in some cases enabled by retail choice and becoming a licensed wholesale seller of electricity. Given the increase in corporate purchases of off-site utility-scale solar generation, the goal of this report is to compare and assess four of the more common approaches corporations have used to purchase off-site solar generation, including:

- **Power purchase agreements (PPAs):** Through the use of a PPA, a corporate customer can sign a long-term contract with a developer to secure physical or financial rights to electricity generation and the environmental attributes of a project.2

- **Retail choice:** In states that allow retail choice, a corporate customer has the opportunity to purchase electricity from a competitive supplier on a short-term or long-term basis.

- **Utility partnerships:** Some utility service territories offer green tariff options that allow a corporate customer to enter into an agreement with their utility to procure renewable energy from a utility-owned or managed project with an established long-term rate; other utilities have established bilateral contracts that allow similar structures but for only one customer.

- **Licensed wholesale electricity seller:** A corporation can seek authority from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to buy and sell electricity on the wholesale market.

---

2 Throughout this report, we present data on contracts for solar, however, in many cases the treatment of the associated renewable energy certificates (RECs) has not been disclosed. In some cases, corporates sign a PPA with a solar generator, sell the solar RECs from the project, and buy RECs from another facility to ensure they can make a renewable energy claim in their marketing materials and greenhouse gas accounting.
To provide a more complete understanding of how these models have been used in practice and their associated challenges, we conducted interviews with more than 40 public utilities commission staff, corporations, and utilities from across the United States.

This report discusses details of the four pathways, including how they are used in practice, where they are available, their overall market penetration, and the benefits and challenges associated with implementation. The report then compares the pathways across a range of metrics that can be used by corporations in evaluating procurement options, including access, hedging opportunities, contract requirements, and implementation challenges. The report concludes with insights from interviewees regarding strategies to expand corporate access to these pathways and reduce implementation costs.
2 Off-Site Solar Power Purchase Agreements

This section explores how PPA contracts work, considerations for entering into PPAs, and the benefits to corporates. It focuses on financial PPAs in particular, including the benefits and challenges of entering into financial PPA contracts, recent market activity and procurement of financial PPAs, and finally the outlook for PPA procurement in coming years.

2.1 How Off-Site PPAs Work

Off-site solar PPAs, which can be either physical or financial in structure, have been on the rise. Physical PPAs are contracts wherein the electricity is contractually delivered to the buyer. Under physical PPAs, the solar generation is contracted on a long-term basis by the corporate purchaser and delivered by an energy supplier. Financial PPAs, also called “virtual” PPAs, are contracts in which a consumer agrees to purchase power but does not have the electricity delivered; instead the electricity is resold into a wholesale market (Figure 2). The consumer continues to purchase electricity from their utility. These contracts represent the majority of off-site renewable energy contracts signed by non-utilities in recent years.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. Common cash and Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) flow under a financial PPA.**

Note: RECs might flow to the consumer; many times they are sold to other parties.

Agreements are typically structured as a contract for differences, a derivative product that does not involve physical or contractual delivery of electricity. Under a contract for differences, the consumer agrees to pay a fixed price to the developer. If the energy sold into the wholesale market receives more than the fixed price, the developer pays the off-taker the difference and vice versa (Figure 3).
2.2 Considerations for Entering into PPA Contracts

Before signing a PPA, corporations need to understand their electricity use (e.g., how much, in what locations) and frame their renewable energy goals. Then corporations might choose to work with a consultant or work in-house to develop a solicitation for renewable energy projects. After the solicitation is issued, the corporation can begin negotiation.

The negotiation process can be time-consuming, particularly if corporate senior executives are unfamiliar with financial PPAs. Interviewees noted that the time to sign a financial PPA is reduced after the first one is completed, but the process can be difficult depending on the energy and finance experience of senior management. In negotiations, parties will determine the point at which the price is settled—either at the bus bar market price or the hub market price. In some cases, the difference between the bus bar market price and the hub market price can be significant (for example, if there is transmission congestion) (Renewable Choice Energy 2016). Thus, corporations might seek to settle projects at the hub price and have the renewable project owner manage the basis risk. Other terms to negotiate include the duration of the contract, REC ownership, and performance guarantees (DLA Piper 2016).

Among all options to purchase off-site renewable energy, during our interviews many corporations noted that they preferred signing financial PPAs but are hindered by the inability to use this mechanism in many states and regions where they operate. Using a financial PPA requires that the generator be located in an area that has a regional transmission organization/independent system operator (Figure 4). In addition, the hedge value is related to how closely the corporation’s retail rates track wholesale rates. Having locational proximity can minimize the risk that the wholesale price earned by the renewable generator tracks the rates the corporate customer will continue to pay to their existing electricity supplier. Therefore, to make the financial PPA as highly correlated with the corporate customer’s load as possible, corporate customers seek renewable projects located close to their large electricity loads.
2.3 Benefits and Challenges of Financial PPAs

Companies interviewed suggested several motivations for choosing a financial PPA. Similar to physical PPAs, signing a financial PPA does not require the company to invest capital in a renewable project. Also, companies have interest in financial PPAs because of the financial benefit; potential hedge value; and ability to source from new, large-scale projects.

Financial Benefit. Corporate customers have been signing financial PPAs primarily in regions where renewable energy is cost-competitive with traditional energy sources, and the majority of megawatts are being signed for wind. Although data on solar PPA prices (physical or financial) are difficult to obtain, Honeyman et al. (2016) noted that recent utility-scale solar PPAs have been signed in the range from $35/MWh–$50/MWh. Some data on utility-scale solar PPA prices have been published by the U.S. Department of Energy (Bolinger and Seel 2016). Trends show that utility-scale solar PPA pricing in four of five regions has been less than $50/MWh, with the Midwest being less than $60/MWh (Figure 5). ³ These prices represent PPAs with utilities as well as non-utilities.

³ Pricing in Figure 5 includes the electricity and renewable energy certificates (RECs) bundled together; Bolinger and Seel (2016) exclude projects from their sample that sell RECs separately from the electricity.
Historically, approximately 70% of financial PPAs by corporate customers (for any renewable technology) have been sited in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) and the Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Following that, PJM and areas in the Southeast have seen the largest amounts of megawatts signed (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERCOT and SPP</td>
<td>3,320</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Independent System Operator</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJM and Southeast region</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midcontinent Independent System Operator</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest region</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Potential Hedge Value.* When companies source from renewable projects located close to their electricity load, the project structure can create a hedge against rising electricity costs. The price the company pays to their utility should rise or fall in tandem with the price the renewable project receives in the wholesale market, assuming that the utility rates that the company pays track wholesale market rates. The farther the renewable project is from the company’s demand, the greater the likelihood of an imperfect hedge.
Contributing to New Project Development. Companies also mentioned their interest in being able to source from new, large-scale renewable energy projects. The average capacity for solar PPAs in 2015 and 2016 was 50 MW, with the average financial PPA being 60 MW. These large-scale projects are being used primarily by companies that have large, energy-intense data centers.

Companies suggested many barriers to financial PPAs, notably the level of energy market expertise and the risk and market exposure created by the contract structures. The risk and market exposure created by financial PPAs can make them difficult to evaluate. The potential benefits of a financial PPA derive from expectations of future wholesale market prices, which are challenging to forecast. Some companies noted that there is uncertainty about how higher penetrations of renewables will affect wholesale market prices. With this uncertainty, companies are gaining market exposure that they might not want.

Energy Market Expertise Requirements. Companies we spoke with noted that financial PPAs, because of their terms and structures, require executive approval. Executives from legal, finance, treasury, accounting, and other areas are typically involved, along with a sustainability and/or energy manager (PwC 2016; ACORE 2016). Company sustainability officers might find it difficult to identify up front who needs to be involved and to educate them. Some smaller companies we spoke with found that hiring an energy consultant well versed in financial PPAs was a key to enabling project approval. Also, although the process of signing a second financial PPA might be faster than the first one, changing market dynamics and profit risk might make executives more reluctant to sign additional financial PPAs.

Risk and Market Exposure. Financial PPAs must address issues of negative wholesale market prices and determine where the setline price is set. In the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, for example, wind generators have been able to sell at $0/MWh or less and still profit because of the production tax credit; however, corporations do not want to be responsible for the cost of a negative price. Provisions to address negative prices are addressed in the financial PPA. Financial PPAs must also determine where the settling price is set. Corporate customers typically want to minimize their risk and thus settle at the hub; however, if developers take on the risk, it may result in a higher electricity price than they are willing to accept. Some corporations might be willing to take more risk by settling at the node and then finding ways to hedge the risk (Chadbourne 2016).

2.4 Solar Financial PPA Market Status

This section reviews the status of solar financial PPAs within the context of the broader renewable PPA market. In total, off-site nonutility PPAs have resulted in 8,121 MW of demand through July 2017. A subset of this demand is for financial PPAs. The megawatts of financial PPAs signed by nonutility off-takers increased dramatically in 2015, to 3,199 MW, but it declined in 2016 to approximately 1,902 MW (Figure 6). Procurement in 2015 was likely higher because of uncertainty around the production tax credit and investment tax credit extensions and procurement by Google, which signed 669 MW of financial PPAs in 2015. Overall, financial PPAs represented 65% of the non-utility PPA capacity signed through July 2017.
Corporate off-site solar PPAs represent a smaller share of the overall PPA market, peaking at more than 800 MW in 2015 and declining to approximately 300 MW in 2016 (Figure 7). The year 2015 was dominated by four solar financial PPAs totaling more than 500 MW in California.

Figure 6. Corporate off-site PPAs (any technology) by contract type and signing year
Data from NREL and BNEF (2017)

Figure 7. Corporate off-site solar PPAs by contract type and signing year
Data from NREL and BNEF (2017)
2.5 Case Study: Aggregate Solar Financial PPA

Financial PPAs are complex transactions, which to date have largely limited their uptake to institutions that have larger loads, the ability to absorb transaction costs, and the ability to enter into long-term contracts; however, in 2016, a financial PPA aggregation was signed by three entities that have smaller loads. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston Medical Center, and the Post Office Square Redevelopment Corporation signed a 25-year financial PPA for 60 MW of solar located in North Carolina (Table 2).

Table 2. Shares of the Aggregated Solar Financial PPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Off-Taker</th>
<th>Share of Solar Array</th>
<th>Percentage of Load Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
<td>73% (44 MW)</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Medical Center</td>
<td>26% (16 MW)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Office Square Redevelopment Corporation</td>
<td>&lt; 1% (&lt; 1 MW)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Chandler (2016)

The aggregation was facilitated by A Better City, a nongovernmental organization interested in helping to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions in Boston’s commercial real estate and business sectors; and by CustomerFirst Renewables, an energy procurement consulting firm. CustomerFirst worked on behalf of the buyers to design, structure, and lead the negotiation of the PPA. Of the 41 projects proposed in a competitive solicitation process, the buyers selected a North Carolina-based solar array because it offered a larger contiguous area of land on which to site the project than that available in the Northeast, the local companies handling the design and installation had a proven track record of building and operating similar facilities, and North Carolina’s grid had higher greenhouse-gas emissions than the Northeast (Chandler 2016).

It took nine months to complete the transaction. Key lessons from the aggregated purchase included engaging as many potential off-takers as possible (because some organizations might originally express interest but then back out) and working with organizations that have energy expertise and can educate each organization up front to minimize transaction times (A Better City 2017).

2.6 PPA Outlook

Participants expect that the market for PPAs will continue to grow. Although overall signed PPA capacity declined in 2016 from the record-high 2015 levels, corporate customers looking to meet their renewable energy commitments will likely seek PPAs for projects that can take advantage of federal tax credits before those tax credits begin to phase down. For solar PPAs, this means that projects must begin construction in 2019 to receive a 30% investment tax credit.

In addition to likely increased PPA signings, market participants noted that PPA deals going forward are more likely to be signed at the hub. This will shift risk to the developer, but these might be passed on to the corporate off-taker. Developers can manage the basis risk with financial products.
To make financial PPAs available to a larger set of purchasers, developers and other stakeholders will need to continue to improve aggregation capabilities and the ease of financing projects for companies that have smaller loads.
3 Retail Choice

This section explores how retail choice programs work, followed by a discussion of the benefits and challenges of this approach for procuring off-site solar. The section also discusses the status of retail choice, in both states that have full and partial programs, with a focus on MGM’s exit of NV Energy. It concludes with a discussion of the outlook for this pathway.

3.1 How Retail Choice Programs Work

In retail choice programs an eligible customer can select either a competitive energy supplier or a regulated utility to serve their load. If a customer chooses the competitive energy supplier, they can negotiate the terms of the electricity contract to include more renewable energy than offered by a regulated utility and a variety of energy-efficiency or demand response services. The competitive supplier is then charged with procuring electricity at the established rate to serve that corporate customer. The supplier must also work with the regulated utility that provides transmission and distribution services. These and other grid-related costs are price regulated and included in a corporation’s bill in addition to the negotiated electricity cost generated by the competitive supplier. Subject to the length and terms of a corporation’s contract with a competitive supplier, the customer is free to shop for lower priced energy from alternative suppliers. If a corporate customer does not select a competitive supplier, they might be defaulted into the provider of last resort, typically a regulated utility.

3.2 Benefits and Challenges of Retail Choice

Retail choice programs can be attractive to corporations that want to procure solar to meet their electricity needs. Having access to several electricity suppliers offers corporations the opportunity to select a supplier that offers the best rate or set of services that meet the needs of the corporate customer. This could include a competitive supplier that offers a solar product. If more than one supplier offers a corporation the services they need, the company can select the least-cost supplier.

Another important benefit of retail choice is the ability of a company to negotiate the length of the contract with the supplier. A company might negotiate a shorter term contract to access the market sooner in the event technology innovation and cost reductions appear in the market. In comparison, a company might select a longer term contract to lock in a fixed rate to offer price certainty or a hedging opportunity.

Once the corporation enters a contract with a competitive supplier, the supplier then works with the utility to ensure that the customer receives firm, reliable power from the grid. This includes working with the regulated utility to provide the corporation with one bill that includes the cost of transmission, distribution, and electricity. Thus, the service relationship is not significantly different from that of a traditional regulated utility, limiting any additional costs for participating in retail choice.

Corporations face some challenges when exploring retail markets. Retail choice is limited to 21 states, so corporations located in the other 29 states might not have access to competitive
suppliers (See Figure 8). Public utilities commission staff interviewed in this study confirmed this barrier, at least for the utilities they oversee.4

In states and utility jurisdictions where retail choice is available, there are other challenges with retail choice and procuring solar. Although suppliers might participate in relevant markets, they might not offer solar products that fit the needs of corporate customers. These products might be too costly, or they might not include ownership of the associated environmental attributes or RECs. If a solar product is not available, corporations might still generate savings by selecting a competitive supplier. If so, the corporation could use that savings to reinvest in solar to achieve their objectives.

Finally, corporations that participate in retail markets can be subject to energy price volatility. Corporations that select shorter term contracts with competitive suppliers might face higher electricity costs when those contracts end. This same issue can be a concern for longer term contracts as well. If regulated utilities are able to limit cost increases by spreading them among more customers, participating in the retail market might cause corporate customers to pay higher rates overall than might have been the case otherwise.

### 3.3 Retail Choice Market Status

The ability of corporate customers to participate in retail markets is influenced by the scope and structure of each state’s retail choice program. To date, 21 states offer some form of retail choice, ranging from full access, in states such as New York; to more limited retail choice for certain corporate customers, which is the case in Oregon (Figure 8).

---

4 It is possible that corporations served by public utilities or cooperatives might have more options to pursue retail choice in these states.
Corporations located in 13 states and Washington, D.C. have full access to retail choice and thus the opportunity to purchase electricity from their preferred supplier and technology source, such as solar (See Figure 8). These corporations also have the opportunity to switch providers, based on price or other factors. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2016), approximately 45% of 2015 commercial and industrial (C&I) retail sales among these states were from retail service providers. As much as 64% of Texas’s C&I load is served by these providers, whereas the lowest rate is in New York, at 31% (Figure 9).

In comparison, only some corporations have the opportunity to access retail markets in the eight states that have partial retail choice. Among these states, in Montana a high of 23% of 2015 C&I sales were provided by retail service providers, whereas in Georgia the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2016) did not identify any retail sales from these entities (Figure 10).

---

5 In Nevada, C&I customers must first receive service from a regulated utility, prior to joining the retail market. The Silver State Energy Association (SSEA) that provides service to Boulder City, Nevada also accesses the retail market (SSEA n.d.; 2001 Statutes of Nevada; PUCN 2008; EIA 2016).
The more limited sales in these states is the result of customer class and program cap restrictions. Typically, these narrower programs are limited to certain customer classes or are capped and fully subscribed. Table 3 compares these partial retail choice programs based on the customers that are able to participate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Eligible Customer Classes</th>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Program Cap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Any customer</td>
<td>Investor-owned utilities</td>
<td>12% of load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>New load ≥ 900kW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Load ≥ 5 MW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Any customer</td>
<td>Certain utilities</td>
<td>10% of retail sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Load &gt; 1 MW(^a)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Nonresidential customers</td>
<td>PacifiCorp and Portland General Electric</td>
<td>Portland General Electric: 300 MW PacifiCorp: 175 MW(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Load ≥ 5 MW(^c)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Case-by-case basis(^d)</td>
<td>Puget Sound Energy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Threshold for customer to petition to exit regulated utility service.

\(^b\) The caps are set by the Oregon Public Utility Commission and could be adjusted in the future.

\(^c\) Two or more nonresidential customers can aggregate their demand (≥ 5 MW) and petition for retail choice access.

\(^d\) All of the customers granted access to retail choice have had significant load.

First, three states have outright caps on participating in retail choice programs, including California, Michigan, and Oregon. California limits retail choice among the state’s three largest investor-owned utilities to approximately 12% of load (California Public Utilities Commission,
n.d.). These program caps have been met (California Public Utilities Commission 2016), and utilities internally manage wait lists. In 2015, the cumulative demand wait-listed for retail choice among the three utilities was reported to exceed 6 TWh (Mulkern 2015). Similarly, Michigan established a 10% weather-adjusted retail sales cap on its program. In 2016, more than 6,600 customers representing 11 TWh of load were on the wait list and interested in joining retail choice should capacity under the cap become available (Michigan Public Service Commission n.d.). In contrast, Oregon limits retail choice to a total capacity of 475 average MW for nonresidential customers (Public Utility Commission of Oregon 2015; Public Utility Commission of Oregon 2017). These caps have not yet been reached and both utilities continue to offer access to retail choice markets on 1-, 3-, and 5-year schedules (Pacific Power 2017; Portland General Electric 2017). As a result, retail choice might not be available for corporations that are located or interested in locating in California or Michigan, though they could participate in retail choice in Oregon.

Washington does not have a direct access cap, but it limits retail choice access to those customers in Puget Sound Energy’s territory. Washington also does not specify a minimum load requirement for customers, rather retail choice eligibility is determined on a case-by-case basis (Puget Sound Energy 2017). To date, all of the companies granted retail choice have had significant electrical demand. Corporations located in other service territories cannot access retail markets in Washington.

The remaining four states limit access to retail choice to corporations that have new load and/or only if that load exceeds certain thresholds. Virginia and Montana have established the highest threshold for retail choice access, at 5 MW or more (Commonwealth of Virginia State Corporation Commission 2017, Montana Code Annotated 2015). In comparison, Georgia’s threshold is the lowest, at 900 kW or more; whereas in Nevada customers that have demand more than 1 MW can petition to exit utility service for retail choice (2001 Statutes of Nevada). Therefore, corporations with significant electricity demand in these states might be able to access retail markets, but facilities that have a smaller load might not.

If a large customer initially decides to take utility service in Georgia, the customer is prohibited from further access to retail choice. In comparison, Nevada, Virginia, and Washington’s programs allow existing large customers to exit utility retail service. In Nevada and Washington, customers can leave a utility’s service after receiving regulatory approval and paying an exit fee that reimburses the utility for expenses incurred to serve that corporation’s load. These fees can be large, as illustrated by the case study that follows, depending on how big the customer is and how recently the utility made investments to serve that load. In comparison, Virginia does not

---

6 California also allows corporate customers to participate in community choice aggregation (CCA) programs where one or more municipal governments adopt a communitywide electricity buyers’ program (2002 Statutes of California). CCA programs are not a focus of this study, but for more information on this market see O’Shaughnessy et al. 2016.

7 Portland General Electric confirmed that 214.6 aMW of capacity is participating in their direct access program, leaving a total of 85.4 aMW available under the cap.

require an exit fee. However, if a corporation wants to return to utility service it must submit written notice of its intent to do so five years in advance.\(^9\)

3.4 Case Study: MGM Exits Nevada Energy Territory for Wholesale Market

As of July 2017, MGM Resorts International (MGM), Wynn Resorts, Switch, and Caesars Entertainment Corporation have either left or been approved to leave NV Energy’s service territory (Ryan 2017), and Microsoft has been approved to partially leave Puget Sound Energy’s service in Washington for the retail market (Microsoft News Center 2017).\(^10\) This section discusses the process by which corporations can exit utility service by analyzing the exit of MGM from NV Energy’s territory as a case study. The focus is on the process used and whether it can be applied in other contexts.

Corporations are granted the authority to leave a utility’s service territory as stipulated in the Nevada Revised Statutes 704B.310.\(^11\) To begin the process, a corporation (with 1 MW of load or more) must submit an application to the State of Nevada Public Utilities Commission (PUCN) 180 days prior to their intended exit. The application must reference the electricity supplier with which the corporation expects to contract, terms of the agreement, quantity and source of generation, price, and any other information the commission deems relevant. After the complete application is filed, the PUCN must provide public notice of the application and offer an opportunity for a public hearing.

Before approving the application, the PUCN must determine that the transaction will not be contrary to the public interest or violate other provisions of the law. When evaluating compliance with the public interest, the commission must weigh impacts to ratepayers, system reliability, and the overall energy supply in the state. To mitigate any negative impacts on the public interest, the commission can require the corporation to pay an exit fee designed to recoup unrecovered costs from the utility related to serving that corporation’s demand.

MGM submitted their application to exit NV Energy’s utility service territory on May 12, 2015 (Schmidt 2015). MGM confirmed the company’s intention to enter into an agreement with Tenaska Power Services to secure new electricity generation. Although MGM would source electricity from a third party, they would continue to rely on NV Energy’s transmission. Thus, the application also stated MGM’s intent to negotiate with the utility to secure a distribution-only service rate (Schmidt 2015).

PUCN staff analyzed the impact on public interest and submitted a report to the commissioners on September 10, 2015 (PUCN 2015a). The PUCN then held a hearing on the application and its impact analysis on October 21, 2015, and issued a final decision on December 2, 2015. The order initially required MGM to pay an $87 million impact fee as a condition of the application’s approval, among other requirements (PUCN 2015b). A calculation of MGM’s annual electricity

---


\(^10\) The agreement stipulates that 80% of Microsoft’s eligible load will be served by a competitive supplier and the remaining 20% will be served by Puget Sound Energy (Microsoft News Center 2017).

\(^11\) See regulatory language at [https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRs/NRS-704B.html](https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRs/NRS-704B.html).
cost burden helps put this fee into perspective: as a customer of NV Energy, MGM reportedly accounted for 4.86% of the utility’s sales (Whaley 2016a). Nevada industrial customers paid an average retail rate of $0.065/kWh in 2015. This suggests that MGM paid approximately $68 million for electricity among its operations in 2015.

MGM announced its intention to comply with the order on January 4, 2016, while it filed a petition for reconsideration to reduce the $87 million impact fee (Schmidt 2016a). Despite this fee, MGM personnel reportedly justified the action by asserting that having control over supply was important given low wholesale market rates (Rothberg 2016). In addition, MGM considered regulated utilities less able to leverage innovations in the energy market that can further drive down costs. MGM became a distribution-only NV Energy customer on October 1, 2016, paving the way for MGM to procure its own electricity on the wholesale market (Schmidt 2016b). MGM is required to meet Nevada’s renewable portfolio standards requirements and has reportedly expressed interest in utility-scale solar (Rothberg 2016).

In response to MGM’s petition for reconsideration, on May 24, 2017 the PUCN approved a $16 million impact fee credit for MGM (PUCN 2017). The credit was granted because the initial impact fee was set based upon a February 1, 2016 exit, while MGM continued to pay full retail rates to NV Energy until their exit October 1, 2016 (PUCN 2017).

As noted, MGM is not the only entity to leave NV Energy’s territory. Wynn Resorts concurrently filed to exit the utility and paid a $16 million exit fee (Whaley 2016b). Together, these two corporations represented 6% of NV Energy’s load (Rothberg 2016). In November 2016, Caesars Entertainment Corporation, which operates 14 casinos, filed to exit NV Energy’s southern and northern territories in favor of wholesale markets, and it has since agreed to pay a $47.5 million exit fee (Schmidt 2016c; Schmidt 2016d; Ryan 2017).

Although some companies are following MGM’s lead, this pathway might not be feasible for all corporate customers because of the significant time and resource constraints required as well as the exit fees. Complex financial and energy market analyses are needed to determine the possible net benefit of an exit and whether the imposed exit fee might be justified. In addition, the company exiting will need to pay legal fees, develop the application, and participate in a potentially lengthy regulatory proceeding. Not all corporations have the capital to conduct these analyses and pay associated impact fees to exit the utility. For example, after the PUCN confirmed the impact fee for Las Vegas Sands Corporation, the corporation no longer pursued the exit (Rothberg 2016). Thus, although this pathway is available in Nevada, Virginia, and Washington, not all corporations might be able or willing to carry out the requirements to exit their utility service provider.

3.5 Retail Choice Outlook
Retail choice for corporate customers is allowed in 13 states. Corporations that locate in these states can pursue their own electricity generation sources, including solar. In eight additional

---

12 This consumption is based on NV Energy’s total C&I electricity sales, which are available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/Nevada/xls/nv.xlsx.
states, some corporate customers have access to wholesale markets. This access is not open to all commercial customers, however, as is the case in California, Michigan, and Oregon.

For the other 29 states, statutes prohibit C&I participation in retail markets absent an arrangement with the utility. To open this pathway, legislators would need to enact new statutes that allow some form of retail choice. 13 Electricity market restructuring discussions are underway in Nevada (Associated Press 2017). In comparison, Michigan enacted SB 437 in 2016, which maintains its 10% cap on retail choice while establishing a generation capacity charge for new customers among other stipulations. 14 At the time of this writing, similar legislation has not been enacted to pursue electricity market restructuring or retail choice in other states.

As a result, the current landscape might hold true going forward, wherein corporations that locate in the aforementioned 21 states have an opportunity to participate directly in retail markets but those in the other 29 do not. One trend worth watching is the ongoing activity in Nevada and Washington for large corporate customers to exit utility service territories; however, the relatively high cost of this activity might limit the appeal of this approach. It is not just high costs that might limit this pathway. In Virginia, low electricity rates and the price stability offered by the incumbent utility, coupled with the 5 year lag time between a customer exiting and returning, has resulted in few customers existing. Nevertheless, these three states offer a pathway for certain already-operating corporate customers to pursue retail generation that is not currently available in other traditionally regulated states.

Finally, although corporations can have retail choice in 21 states, these corporations might not all be interested in procuring renewable generation, such as wind or solar. The low cost of natural gas is driving down wholesale market costs, and generation from these existing facilities can be lower than the cost of new or existing renewables (Bolinger and Seel 2016). Nevertheless, corporations that are interested in achieving renewable generation targets might have an easier path toward meeting these goals in states that offer retail choice rather than in those that are traditionally regulated.

13 In at least two states (Utah and Missouri), very specific legislation has been passed to allow certain customers to access wholesale markets (see https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title54/Chapter3/54-3-S32.html and http://www.moga.mo.gov/mostatutes/stathtml/09100000261.html). In Utah, the eligible customer was an industrial facility with a large power plant: https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title54/Chapter2/54-2-S1.html?v=C54-2-S1_2016051020160510; Missouri granted the exception for an aluminum smelting facility.

4 Utility Partnerships: Green Tariffs and Bilateral Contracts

This section explores how utility partnerships work, focusing on green tariffs and bilateral contracts, followed by a discussion of the benefits and challenges of utility partnerships for procuring off-site solar. The section then discusses the status of utility partnerships, with a case study on Alabama Power’s Renewable Procurement Program. It concludes with a discussion of the outlook for utility partnerships.

4.1 How Utility Partnerships Work

Utility partnerships are one way that corporate customers in regulated states can access large off-site solar. State public utility regulators must approve utility rate structures and programs to ensure that programs are in the best interest of all ratepayers. If a program is not in the interest of all ratepayers, the utility must demonstrate that program costs are not borne by nonparticipating customers.

Since the 1990s, many regulated utilities have received approval to offer renewable energy to corporate customers through green pricing programs (O’Shaughnessy et al. 2016). These programs offer corporations and smaller customers the option to purchase renewable energy; however, these products have nearly always come with a price premium and do not offer participants long-term energy price hedging. Typically they also have had low percentages of solar in their green product mix (O’Shaughnessy et al. 2016).

In contrast to these earlier offerings, new green tariff programs and bilateral contracts allow corporate customers to procure renewable energy from a specified project and receive its associated RECs under a long-term (such as 20 years) rate agreement with the utility. Some utilities have not pursued green tariff programs, but they have received approval for bilateral, one-off agreements with certain corporate customers. The difference between the two approaches is that green tariff programs are broadly available to corporate customers, whereas corporations might need to seek out bilateral agreement opportunities.

4.2 Benefits and Challenges of Utility Partnerships

Utility partnerships, both green tariffs and bilateral contracts, offer a variety of benefits to corporations. First, utilities have expertise in power procurement and operation, whereas corporations typically do not have the in-house staff to effectively serve the same role. Moreover, corporate leadership approval is typically necessary at each stage in the process, from designing a request for proposal to signing a contract with a project developer. Receiving these approvals can take time. Having the utility manage the program can thus reduce administrative costs to the corporation; however, corporations would still need to evaluate the terms of the green tariff and ensure that the contract meets corporate objectives.

Second, utilities can aggregate corporate customer load to build larger projects that leverage economies of scale. Once a corporation participates in a green tariff program, typically the customer also benefits from predictable pricing and ownership of the RECs associated with the project.
Finally, the corporate customer continues to receive power from the grid. As such, the corporation does not need to address issues relating to the variability of solar. Rather, the utility ensures that the corporation receives sufficient electricity to meet demand.

Some challenges are associated with these types of partnerships. First, when creating a new green tariff, utilities must demonstrate to regulators that nonparticipating customers are not negatively impacted; or, if nonparticipating customers are impacted, they must demonstrate that this action is in the public interest. This means that all costs to develop and administer the green tariff must be allocated to participating customers. In some cases, this results in tariff structures with higher rates.

Second, determining the appropriate price and credit for the renewable resources used can be challenging. Some corporate customers have expressed concerns that utilities are inflating the costs of administering these programs while limiting the generation and capacity credits that subscribers receive for their renewable purchase.

Third, these partnerships often require corporations to sign on to long-term contracts that can have associated market risks. One concern of potential green tariff subscribers is that the contracted, fixed prices for renewable projects today might exceed wholesale market rates in the future. Some corporations might be uncomfortable with these long-term commitments given uncertainties around long-term wholesale market prices. In comparison, those that are willing to take on this risk might want more control over the contracting process to negotiate terms directly with developers to minimize exposure. Regardless of which entities bear this risk, corporations are concerned about contract exit fees, which vary among programs. Some exit fees are associated with the remaining net present value of the project, whereas others are not clearly defined.

Fourth, while corporations may be able to select the source of the renewable energy under some green tariffs and bilateral agreements, in some cases the resource is selected by the utility. Utility selection may not provide the cost or other benefits sought after by potential subscribers.

Finally, utility-managed programs are still emerging, and efforts to design best practices are ongoing (Edison Electric Institute, World Resource Institute, and World Wildlife Fund n.d.). Nevertheless, relatively few utilities offer these programs or have experience devising bilateral agreements. Thus, corporate access to solar via utility-managed programs is still limited.

### 4.3 Utility Partnership Market Status

NV Energy was the first utility to propose a green tariff program, and regulators approved it in 2013. Since then, utilities in 16 other states have begun to offer corporate customers the option to procure renewables through special green tariffs or bilateral contracts (Figure 11). So far, utilities among 11 states have adopted or are pursuing green tariff programs, whereas others in 6 states have received approval for at least one bilateral agreement with a corporate customer.

---

15 Some newer green tariffs offer shorter-term agreements, though at added cost.
To date, utilities among nine states have approved green tariff programs available to certain corporate customers. These tariffs vary among several key components, including program caps, eligible participants, contract requirements, and REC treatment (Table 4). For example, NV Energy’s program is capped at 250,000 MWh, participation requirements vary depending on where the corporation is located, and contracts must exceed 2 years (Tawney et al. 2017). In comparison, Xcel Energy’s tariff program in Minnesota is capped at 75 MW (25 MW solar), there are no limitations based on customer location, and corporations can select monthly, 5-year, or 10-year contracts (Tawney et al. 2017).
Table 4. Comparison of Selected Approved Utility Green Tariff Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Eligible Participants</th>
<th>Potential Cost Savings</th>
<th>Length of Contract</th>
<th>REC Treatment</th>
<th>Enrollment Period and Program Limits</th>
<th>Early Exit Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duke Energy (NC)</td>
<td>Certain classes of large customers with new load</td>
<td>Credit capped at renewable energy cost, so no cost savings potential</td>
<td>5-10 years</td>
<td>RECs owned by/retired for customer</td>
<td>Tariff currently expired after 3-year pilot period; legislation passed to modify and extend the program</td>
<td>Equal to the net present value of remaining PPA cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominion Energy Virginia (VA)</td>
<td>Certain classes of large customers with peak demand &gt; 5 MW and &gt; 85% load factor</td>
<td>Depends on market rates</td>
<td>At least 3 years</td>
<td>No RECs involved; renewable contract is a separate agreement between customer and developer</td>
<td>Before November 1, 2019, capped at 200 MW</td>
<td>Not specified, determined by contract with developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV Energy (NV)</td>
<td>Certain classes of large customers</td>
<td>Determined by final agreement with supplier</td>
<td>At least 2 years</td>
<td>Retired against customers' share of renewable portfolio standard obligation; then, RECs are retired on customer's behalf</td>
<td>No specific enrollment period; annual subscription limit: 250,000 MWh for northern Nevada, 250,000 MWh for southern Nevada</td>
<td>Not specified, determined by contract with developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha Public Power District (NE)</td>
<td>Certain large-power and high-voltage customers</td>
<td>Depends on market rates and the separate renewable contract cost</td>
<td>Minimum of 12 consecutive months or the length of the utility's signed contract</td>
<td>REC management arranged with developer</td>
<td>No specific enrollment period or program limit</td>
<td>Not specified, determined by contract with developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Energy (WA)</td>
<td>Commercial customers using over 10,000 MWh/year; and government facilities</td>
<td>Premium currently; future net cost will depend on credit escalation</td>
<td>10-, 15-, and 20-year options</td>
<td>RECs owned by/retired for customer</td>
<td>Annual open season May 1–July 31</td>
<td>Penalty for early exit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Service Company of New Mexico (NM)</td>
<td>Certain classes of new, large customers (≥ 10 MW) and ≥ 75% load factor</td>
<td>Determined by final agreement with supplier</td>
<td>Contract must have the same length as contract with supplier</td>
<td>RECs owned by/retired for customer</td>
<td>No specific enrollment period or program limits</td>
<td>Early termination fee included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain Power (UT)</td>
<td>Certain classes of large customers able to purchase ≥2 MW</td>
<td>Determined by final agreement with supplier</td>
<td>Contract specific; must be same length of utility contract with supplier</td>
<td>RECs owned by/retired for customer</td>
<td>No specific enrollment period; capped at 300 MW</td>
<td>Not specified, determined by contract with developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xcel Energy (MN)</td>
<td>Any customer that pays fuel clause charge</td>
<td>Determined by length of contract and fluctuation in fuel clause charge</td>
<td>Month-to-month, 5 years, and 10 years</td>
<td>RECs owned by/retired for customer</td>
<td>No specific enrollment period; capped at 50 MW of wind and 25 MW of solar; available for 10 years</td>
<td>$10/MWh penalty multiplied by last 12 months of usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xcel Energy (CO)</td>
<td>Certain classes of large customers</td>
<td>Depends on market rates</td>
<td>Month-to-month, 5 years, and 10 years</td>
<td>RECs owned by/retired for customer</td>
<td>No specific enrollment period; capped at 50 MW</td>
<td>Fixed fees for customers on a 5- or 10-year contract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*a* Content based upon Dominion Energy Virginia’s Schedule MBR tariff.

*b* Content based upon Rocky Mountain Power’s Service From Renewable Energy Facilities, Schedule 32 tariff. Adapted from Tawney et al. (2017) and Heeter (2017).
As of June 2017, corporations and utilities have signed agreements for 900 MW of renewable capacity via green tariff programs (Figure 12). To date, 730 MW of this capacity has been procured from solar projects; and Apple, Amazon, and Switch account for the majority of the capacity (World Resources Institute 2017). According to the World Resources Institute (2017), corporations and utilities are in negotiations to add 465 MW of capacity.

![Figure 12. Corporate renewable energy contracts with regulated utilities by year.](source: World Resources Institute (2017))

It is more difficult to track bilateral agreements because the terms and contracted capacity are not always publically disclosed. Of the 10 projects identified for this report, Google accounts for 4 of them (Table 5). Of those projects, Google disclosed the capacity for 2, totaling 455 MW of wind. Although wind projects are dominant in these bilateral agreements, some corporations have contracted for solar (Walmart) and biomass (Procter & Gamble).
### Table 5. Bilateral Agreements for Renewable Energy by State, Company, and Utility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Estimated Contract Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Tennessee Valley Authority</td>
<td>In development</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>Arizona Public Service</td>
<td>Mix of 95% wind and 5% solar</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>EBay</td>
<td>Arizona Public Service</td>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>Georgia Power</td>
<td>Constellation Albany Biomass Plant</td>
<td>50 MW</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>MidAmerican Energy</td>
<td>Wellsburg Wind Project</td>
<td>138 MW</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>MidAmerican Energy</td>
<td>Wind VIII Project</td>
<td>407 MW</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Becton Dickinson</td>
<td>Nebraska Public Power District</td>
<td>Steel City Project (wind)</td>
<td>30 MW</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Grand River Dam Authority</td>
<td>Canadian Hills Wind</td>
<td>48 MW</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Tennessee Valley Authority</td>
<td>In development</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Though at current Walmart is the only subscriber to the Lafayette solar project, other corporate customers could subscribe to unused capacity at the location.


#### 4.4 Case Study: Alabama Power Renewable Procurement Program

While most bilateral agreements with utilities have been for wind resources, Alabama Power and Walmart signed a contract for solar in 2016. While Walmart has been the only customer, to date, to use this option, it is open to other customers to execute a “subscription” with their own bilateral contract with Alabama Power.

This program offers a potentially replicable approach for other regulated utilities that do not want to develop a full green tariff program. Here, the Alabama Public Service Commission (PSC) granted Alabama Power the authority to pursue up to 500 MW of renewable energy for interested customers via the utility’s integrated resource planning process. The utility must bring each individual project to the PSC for approval. This case study discusses the history of this program and its current status.
To offer corporate customers access to renewable energy, Alabama Power submitted a Petition for a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity to the Alabama PSC on June 25, 2015. The utility’s petition requested the authority to pursue up to 500 MW of renewable energy composed of individual projects no larger than 80 MW through 2021 (McCrary 2015). The principle reasons for the request were to serve military renewable procurement requirements and because the utility is “now receiving inquiries from existing and potential customers as to whether the Company can facilitate those customers’ compliance with internal corporate goals relating to renewable energy” (McCrary 2015, p. 3). Alabama Power proposed two criteria to evaluate projects for procurement under this program 1) the project is a qualifying renewable project and 2) the project provides an economic benefit. This economic benefit can be demonstrated via load growth or retention, compliance with governmental mandates, and customer-specific contributions to the project (McCrary 2015).

The PSC approved Alabama Power’s proposal in September 2015 (State of Alabama Public Service Commission 2015a), which allowed Alabama Power to conduct a request for proposals for renewable projects and bring those individual projects back to the PSC. The program was also structured such that multiple subscribers (i.e., corporations) could participate in one larger project to leverage economies of scale. Shortly after program approval, Alabama Power submitted two U.S. Army projects to the PSC: the Anniston Army Depot and Fort Rucker solar projects (State of Alabama Public Service Commission 2015b). Each project included 10.6 MW of solar to operate during a 29-year term. Alabama Power asserted that the projects offered economic benefits to all customers, primarily through load retention of the military installations. To ensure that the projects provided benefits to all ratepayers, the PSC compared the project costs to future utility power forecast costs, potential environmental regulations, and the direct and indirect benefits of retaining the military installations. The PSC determined that the projects were in line with the public interest and approved the projects on December 14, 2015, primarily because of the importance to local economies of retaining the military installations (State of Alabama Public Service Commission 2015a).

The PSC then approved Alabama Power’s LaFayette solar project on June 9, 2016, which was in partnership with Walmart and the utility’s first corporate-driven project (State of Alabama Public Service Commission 2016). Alabama Power proposed the 72-MW solar project under a 28-year PPA agreement. Walmart agreed to a 15-year participation contract with Alabama Power, wherein Walmart will contribute financial support to enhance the PPA’s positive economic benefits to all customers. In exchange, Alabama Power will retire the projects’ corresponding RECs that are associated with Walmart’s subscription. Walmart has the option to renew the partnership after the term of the contract. The PSC determined that the project offered economic benefits to all utility customers based on an analysis of avoided energy and capacity savings as well as the confidential contributions from Walmart under the participation contract. Going forward, Alabama Power expects to use a similar partnership model for other interested corporations to subscribe to unused capacity at LaFayette and future projects (State of Alabama Public Service Commission 2016).

4.5 Utility Partnership Outlook
To date, utilities among 17 states have employed green tariff programs or bilateral agreements to offer corporate customers access to long-term agreements for renewable energy. With 900 MW
of existing capacity and an additional 465 MW in the pipeline, corporations are beginning to take advantage of these green tariff programs in particular.

Corporations are interested in these options in part because they offer long-term renewable energy at a set price without requiring them to build out energy market expertise; however, not all corporations have access to utility-managed programs. Of the 29 fully regulated states, only 17 have utilities that have programs in place or experience working with corporations to procure renewable energy. Nevertheless, in recent years, utilities have been adopting these programs more frequently, suggesting that corporate access to renewable energy in regulated markets is likely to expand.

Despite the proliferation of these programs, some corporations are concerned about the costs of participation. Some argue that these programs have higher costs coupled with exposure to market risk. These issues can serve as barriers that might temper corporate interest. At the same time, utilities continue to learn from the implementation of green tariff programs, and it is possible that innovations and cost savings will materialize that can make green tariff programs more attractive.
5 FERC Authorized Wholesale Seller of Electricity

This section explores how becoming a wholesale seller works, followed by a discussion of the benefits and challenges of this pathway. The section then discusses the status of licensed wholesale sellers, with a case study on Google Energy LLC. It concludes with a discussion of the outlook for corporate interest in becoming a wholesale seller.

5.1 How Companies Become a Wholesale Seller

With FERC approval, companies can sell electricity into wholesale markets. Companies with approval can therefore take title to the electricity produced by their owned or contracted renewable energy generators; this is unlike the other procurement pathways presented in this paper, which typically rely on utilities, competitive suppliers, or renewable generators to be owning the power. For companies that have significant energy expenses, becoming a federally-regulated wholesale electricity supplier can allow them to better manage electricity costs as well as sell renewable energy that they own into wholesale markets. For example, Walmart’s subsidiary, Texas Retail Energy, supplies Walmart facilities in Texas, and was expected to save the company $15 million annually (Thomas 2007) compared to procuring electricity from a different supplier.

Becoming a licensed wholesale seller of electricity is typically done for the purpose of selling conventional generation; however, in recent years an increasing number of individual renewable generators and renewable energy-focused suppliers have been approved.16

A company interested in being approved must submit an application to FERC that describes the company and demonstrates that the company meets FERC’s licensing requirements. To do this, companies need to document to FERC that they do not have market power in the regions in which they operate. FERC has established tests for market power: The test for horizontal market power examines whether the seller owns or controls generation in the relevant balancing authority area or regional transmission organization/independent system operator where the seller’s generation is located. FERC uses two screens to assess horizontal market power: the pivotal supplier analysis and the market share:

- The pivotal supplier analysis examines how much uncommitted capacity owned or controlled by the seller compares to the net uncommitted capacity in the relevant market (balancing authority area or regional transmission organization/independent system operator).
- The market share analysis examines the seller’s share of uncommitted capacity on a seasonal basis in the relevant market.

In the case of Google Energy, FERC found that because neither Google Energy, Google, nor any affiliates own or control wholesale electric generation facilities, they pass the horizontal market power test (FERC 2010).

---

16 Relatedly, the University of California became an electric service provider in California, which enabled it to sign two PPAs for solar energy (80 MW total) and sell the electricity to a number of its campuses under direct access rules (University of California 2014).
The test for vertical market power includes examining whether the seller could influence the transmission facilities in the region. Google Energy stated that it does not (and its affiliates do not) own or control any transmission facilities nor have they erected any market barriers. Because Google Energy passed both the horizontal and vertical market tests, FERC accepted their application to become a licensed wholesale electricity seller.

5.2 Benefits and Challenges of Wholesale Market Participation

When Apple received FERC approval in 2016, many articles speculated that Apple would begin operating as a retail electricity supplier. In fact, no such product has emerged, either from Apple or any of the other corporate customers receiving FERC approval. Instead, corporations seeking to be licensed as wholesale suppliers are looking for the ability to better manage their energy projects.

Some companies are looking for more control over electricity costs. Chris Hendrix, the general manager of Texas Retail Energy, noted the benefits of operating in the wholesale marketplace: “Our direct involvement at the wholesale level gives us better visibility of the energy marketplace, makes market pricing transparent, and allows us to manage our load much like an investment portfolio with a variety of suppliers, structures, and terms” (Hendrix 2006).

Other companies see a benefit to creating unique renewable purchasing options. This method enabled Google’s renewable PPAs, although to date Google Energy has not used the model for solar procurement. Google signs long-term PPAs for renewable energy, then sells the energy back to the grid while keeping the RECs from the generation. Google (2016) noted that this strategy helps them reach their renewable goals while “gaining certainty in our financial planning.” Apple is selling wholesale energy from a 50-MW solar project in Arizona to Salt River Project, then keeping the RECs from the project to meet its sustainability goals (Salt River Project 2016).

The challenges of this model revolve around the complexity of implementing it and the risk taken by the company. Being allowed to benefit from wholesale market sales also requires investment in either building an energy team or hiring out these capabilities. Many large corporations do not want to be that involved with energy purchases. Energy is not their core business, and they would rather focus on areas where they believe they have a competitive advantage. The larger challenge, however, is likely that corporations might not want to take on the level of market risk involved with being a wholesale seller. This is because wholesale sellers are subject to the price volatility of the energy market into which they are selling. Instead, companies tend to prefer purchasing the energy and RECs through a long-term PPA.

5.3 Market Status of Licensed Wholesale Sellers

Although FERC approved more than 2,000 organizations to use wholesale market-based rates, those organizations are typically generating units or companies not associated with a corporate end user such as Google or Apple. This mechanism has been in place since 1988, though only recently have corporations been using the structure to facilitate renewable energy procurement (FERC 2017). A few companies that have been approved include:
• Alcoa Power Marketing, Inc., a subsidiary of Alcoa, the aluminum manufacturer (2002)
• Texas Retail Energy, a subsidiary of Walmart (2005); it was operating in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas in 2004 (Hendrix 2006).
• Safeway Inc., the grocery chain (2006)
• Google Energy (2010)
• Apple Energy (2016).

Overall, it is more common for a renewable energy project to be approved to sell rather than a company seeking license to sell (FERC 2017).

5.4 Case Study: Google Energy’s Market-Based Rate Authority

In 2009, Google was looking for ways to source renewable power for its operations in the United States. At the time, utility green tariffs were not available. Google was looking to source renewables from a new facility and to ensure that it was able to make renewable claims by keeping the RECs from the renewable facility.

Google found a solution by forming a subsidiary, Google Energy, LLC, and seeking FERC authorization to buy and sell in wholesale electricity markets. Receiving this approval allowed Google to sign a PPA in 2010 for 114 MW of wind in Iowa, then sell that electricity back to the grid while retaining the RECs.

At the time of filing, Google Energy did not own or control any commercial electric generation or transmission in North America. Google did own electricity for use at its own facilities and for emergency backup power; thus, its application process was much shorter than that of Apple’s because it did not need to demonstrate how it passed FERC’s horizontal and vertical market power tests. Google was required to notify FERC within 30 days after a change occurred of any changes in ownership or control or affiliation with others that own or control generation or transmission.

In more recent filings, Google Energy noted that it owns approximately 33% of Ivanpah Master Holdings, LLC, which has three large solar assets (126 MW, 133 MW, and 133 MW for the Ivanpah I, II, and III projects, respectively). These projects are controlled by investor-owned utilities, which have PPAs for the output of the facilities; but Google Energy was required to disclose them to FERC because of their ownership of the company.

Google Energy also noted in its February 2017 update to FERC that it has six long-term PPAs, all for wind energy, including the 114 MW of wind in Iowa and five projects located in the Southwest Power Pool: Minco Wind II, 100.8 MW; Great Western Wind Energy, 225 MW; Bluestem Wind Energy, 198 MW; Cimarron Bend Wind Project I, 200 MW; and Bethel Wind Farm, 225 MW) (Google Energy 2017).

5.5 Wholesale Seller Outlook

Receiving market-based rate authority opens up a lot of opportunity for a corporate customer to manage their electricity costs. Corporate customers that have large electricity demands and interest in developing in-house energy expertise, or contracting for it, could benefit from this
pathway; however, because most corporate customers are not interested in being involved in the energy business, this pathway is not likely to be pursued broadly. This conclusion is consistent with stakeholders interviewed in this study that were not aware of any pending applications for FERC approval.
6 Pathway Comparison and Outlook

Market innovation is enabling corporate solar procurement, including new purchasing models, declining costs, and increased interest by corporate purchasers. The market drivers for large-scale solar photovoltaic are poised to continue in the near term: increased interest by corporate customers in renewable energy procurement, declining solar costs and increasing retail electricity rates, as well as a rush to sign projects that will receive the full 30% investment tax credit by commencing construction before the end of 2019. A critical question is which pathway offers corporations the best opportunity to leverage these developments and deploy more solar.

Each pathway provides different levels of value to corporate purchasers. In addition, corporations will consider a range of metrics when determining which procurement option is most appropriate for them (Table 6). Each pathway differs in the hedging value it provides, ease of implementation, and availability.

- **Hedge value.** Corporations interested in procuring solar would prefer the best value proposition available in a given location. This value is driven largely by the scope of the hedging opportunity. In this context, operating as a licensed wholesale electricity supplier might offer the best opportunity, followed by PPAs. In the retail choice and utility green tariff pathways, contracts might be shorter term, and the fixed rate might be influenced by retail supplier and utility participation in the contract.

- **Ease of implementation.** Corporations are also interested in reducing the administrative costs of their off-site purchases (in term of staffing and knowledge development as well as administrative fees paid to utilities or others). In this regard, utility green tariff programs and retail choice require less internal capacity building and market expertise, but they might come at the expense of paying administrative or other fees.

- **Availability.** The availability of these options can influence which pathways corporations are able to pursue in a given location. Availability might also influence how corporations might source electricity to serve existing facilities and how they make siting decisions for future facilities. In this context, the licensed wholesale electricity supplier pathway is most attractive because it is available to any corporation across the United States. In comparison, PPAs, retail choice, and utility green tariff programs are more limited in geographic scope.
Table 6. Comparison of Corporate Utility-Scale Procurement Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Power Purchase Agreements</th>
<th>Retail Choice</th>
<th>Utility Partnerships</th>
<th>Licensed Wholesale Electricity Seller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typically requires wholesale market access</td>
<td>Full or partial access in 21 states</td>
<td>Certain utility jurisdictions in 17 states</td>
<td>Any company that owns or has interest in owning utility-scale generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Access</td>
<td>Large corporate customers, and emerging aggregation opportunities</td>
<td>All or certain large corporate customers, no aggregation opportunities</td>
<td>Certain large corporate customers and emerging aggregation opportunities</td>
<td>Any company, no aggregation opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Market Expertise and Corporate Approval Requirements</td>
<td>Medium–high</td>
<td>Medium–low</td>
<td>Low-Low</td>
<td>Very high-Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Control</td>
<td>Corporation manages the contract</td>
<td>Corporation manages the contract</td>
<td>Utility (in some cases with input from corporation) manages the contract</td>
<td>Corporation manages the contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Contract</td>
<td>10–20 years</td>
<td>Negotiable</td>
<td>Varies by utility program</td>
<td>Negotiable (typically longer term, 10–20 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedging Opportunity and Risk Profile</td>
<td>High hedge value, but subject to wholesale market hub or node price volatility risk</td>
<td>Hedge opportunity depends on length of contract and is subject to retail market price volatility risk</td>
<td>Hedge opportunity depends on length of contract, credit structure, and/or wholesale market price volatility risk</td>
<td>High hedge value, but subject to wholesale market hub or node price volatility risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability requirements</td>
<td>Utility delivers firm, reliable power</td>
<td>Supplier delivers firm, reliable power</td>
<td>Utility delivers firm, reliable power</td>
<td>Corporation might need to establish contracts to secure firm, reliable power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title to Power</td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>Corporation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Expanding Off-Site Solar Procurement Options

For the corporate solar procurement market to grow, more purchasing options need to be available at decreased price points for corporate buyers. Corporate buyers need access not only to a purchasing option but one that will be feasible for them to sell to senior executives. There are a variety of opportunities to expand corporate access to each of the four pathways as well as make them more attractive to prospective companies. These opportunities were generated from the interviewees who participated in this study and are summarized for each pathway in turn.
6.1.1 PPAs
To enable PPAs in new markets, state policymakers could open electricity markets to wholesale access. Because financial PPAs require renewable projects to sell into a wholesale market, projects in states such as Arizona and New Mexico cannot move forward under a financial PPA.

Additional work is also needed to ensure that PPAs are viable options for smaller corporate purchasers. To date, PPAs have been dominated by information and communication technology companies that have large, centralized loads (O’Shaughnessy et al. 2016; Miller et al. 2015), but many smaller corporate purchasers are beginning to take interest in the option. Aggregation of smaller loads is time-consuming and to date has been done only in limited numbers; however, as corporate interest increases among smaller purchasers, creating PPA aggregation models would allow greater numbers of companies, and megawatts, to be signed.

To further reduce PPA prices, more standardization of contracts is needed as well as decreased customer acquisition times. Currently, corporate solar contracts are negotiated on the basis of each individual company, which is time-consuming and adds costs to the project. If corporations and solar developers were to use a more standardized PPA, these costs could come down. Standardizing contracts could also create a secondary market for financing projects. In addition to standardizing contracts, decreasing the time to acquire a corporate off-taker could improve project economics. Developers have noted that corporate customers often require a lot of education before signing deals, particularly when compared to a utility off-taker. Developers also need a sense of where potential corporate off-take is located, to site projects accordingly; this is especially an issue for large utility-scale solar projects, which take more time to site and construct than on-site solar projects.

6.1.2 Retail Choice
State policymakers could also open markets to retail choice, either for some or all retail customers. To date, 21 states allow at least some corporate customers to purchase electricity from their choice of suppliers, with 8 of those states having only partial retail choice. Although there is movement in Nevada and Washington to allow more retail choice (either for the market as a whole, as in Nevada; or for specific customers, in the case of Microsoft in Washington), the retail choice cap in Michigan was recently maintained. Because of the complexities in restructuring retail electricity markets, there will likely be little movement in expanding retail choice in the short term.

If state policymakers are interested in creating opt-out provisions such as those in Nevada, one of the more contentious issues to be aware of is the process of assessing exit fees. Exit fees are designed to keep existing ratepayers whole for any costs incurred by the corporation leaving the utility. In Nevada, exit fees are determined at the level of the PUCN.

6.1.3 Utility Partnerships
Utilities have primarily been adopting green tariffs voluntarily, but state policymakers could direct utilities under their purview to create and provide a green tariff. Michigan’s Public Act 342 (2016) required electricity providers to offer a voluntary green pricing program. Although the act did not specify that the program needed to be a green tariff program, Consumers Energy proposed a green tariff to fulfill their obligation under the statute. To date, only 7 utilities have
green tariffs with customers, and an additional 7 utilities have participated in bilateral agreements with corporate off-takers; however, there is increased interest by utilities in developing new arrangements. These options can take time to develop, with public utilities commission approval needed for both the tariff and individual contract.

To increase the use of green tariffs, utilities, corporate off-takers, and public utility commissions could consider creating green tariffs and bilateral contracts that provide value to both the utility and the subscribing customer. Corporate customers want to ensure that their participation is not laden with heavy administrative costs and that the full value of the price hedge is passed through in the green tariff or bilateral contract. At the same time, utilities want to ensure that their transmission and distribution costs are compensated.

6.1.4 Wholesale Electricity Supplier
Although becoming a wholesale electricity supplier offers the greatest control over corporate electricity use, to date it is a complex process in which few corporate customers have taken interest. Corporate customers that have large electricity loads might be interested in learning from the experience of those that have undertaken the option to better evaluate whether it would make sense for them.

6.2 Future Outlook Summary
Existing purchasing options will improve access and viable purchasing options for corporate customers to buy off-site renewable energy. However, for solar to play a larger role in corporate purchasing, states and utilities should consider working with stakeholders to develop purchasing options in areas where solar is most cost-competitive. Many interviewees noted that corporate purchasers have little preference for either solar or wind; rather, they are looking only at the availability of renewable projects at lowest cost. Although solar has dominated corporate purchasing in some areas of the country, in other areas purchasing is currently dominated by wind. Opening options in areas of the country where solar is most cost-competitive could make it a preferred option for corporate customers. Figure 13 shows the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of utility-scale solar using a one axis tracker and corporate procurement of renewable energy, by state.
Of the states with the greatest solar potential (on an LCOE basis), California and Nevada have seen the greatest MW of corporate PV purchasing, through financial PPAs (California) and green tariffs (Nevada), but purchasing options are just emerging or do not exist in other areas of the country with strong solar potential.
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